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INTRODUCTION.

Ix December 1905 the late Mr S. A. Saunder drew attention to the present

very unsatisfactory state of Lunar Nomenclature (Monthly Notices R.A.S.,

Ixvi. p. 41), concluding that
" If a remedy is to be found which will meet with universal assent and

nothing short of this would be a remedy at all it is obvious that it

must be the work of an international committee
"

(loc. cit., p. 44).

His representations, supported first by the Council of the Royal Astronomical

Society, and next by that of the Royal Society, reached the International

Association of Academies at its Vienna meeting in 1907, when a Committee

on Lunar Nomenclature was appointed by the Association, consisting of

MM. Loewy (Chairman), Franz, Newcomb, Saunder, Weiss, and Turner

(Secretary). The name of W. H. Pickering was subsequently added, and

later, on the death of the Chairman, the names of MM. Bail)and and Puiseux.

The Committee has further lost Newcomb, Saunder, and Franz.

Before his death M. Loewy had, after some preliminary discussion, asked

MM. Franz and Saunder to undertake the preparation of an accurate map of

the Moon in mean libration. Franz undertook the outer portions : he set to

work on new measures required for the fundamental points, and completed
this work, which was in the press at the time of his death. It has since been

published under the title Die Randlandschaften des Mondes (Franz, Ehrhardt

Karras, Halle a S., 1913). The drawing of the map had not been commenced,
but it is hoped that this work will still be undertaken in Breslau.

Saunder secured the able help of Mr W. H. Wesley for the actual drawing
of the map, for which Saunder himself laid down all the fundamental points.

Three of the four portions have been drawn and reproduced ;
the fourth is

well on the way to completion.
Meantime Saunder had also secured the devoted help of Miss M. A. Blagg

in collating the list here printed of names in Beer and Madler, Schmidt, and

Neison.

The severe losses sustained by the Committee have combined to leave the

nominal direction of it in the hands of one who is not in any sense a seleno-

grapher. On his deathbed Saunder handed to me this collated list in MS.,

and I gathered that, although it was of great value and represented much
careful labour, considerations of cost had deterred him up to that time from

printing it. As soon as I had had time to review the situation, I realised the

great advantages that would follow from printing this list
;
and found further

that Miss Blagg would undertake to see it through the press. She made no

special conditions as to time, but I felt that such valuable help might not

remain permanently available, and that it was desirable to seize the favourable
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moment if possible. Professor Schuster and the Astronomer Royal kindly

encouraged this course. Some anxiety about the funds for printing has been

dispelled by the great courtesy of the Paris Academic des Sciences. I ventured

to ask M. Baillaud whether he thought it appropriate that as England and

Germany had undertaken the map, France should defray the expenses of this

collated list. M. Baillaud promptly laid the matter before the Secretaire

perpetuel, and with M. Darboux
:

s kindly and powerful support the request was

favourably entertained. I take the opportunity of tendering the grateful

thanks of the Committee for this piece of international and inter-academic

courtesy.

The list is throughout the work of Miss Blagg. Of her great care and

thoroughness I had often heard Saunder speak, and I have had some

opportunity of appreciating them at first hand during the passing of these

sheets through the press.

The list will in the first instance be used by the Committee (and

others whose help they may be fortunate enough to obtain) in adopting names

for the formations here tabulated. For this purpose wide margins have been

provided. The project of keeping the type standing until the adopted name
could be added in print was rejected, after consideration, on the score of

expense. It seems better to contemplate the subsequent printing of a new
list giving the adopted name corresponding to each number. These numbers

will probably also be entered on copies of the map, but this procedure is not

yet quite settled.

H. H. TURNER,
Chairman of the Lunar Nomenclature

Committee from 1910.

UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY, OXFORD,
November 1913.



GENERAL EXPLANATION.

I. Name-Prefixes. In deciding what name should be prefixed to each

letter in this list, my aim has been, in the first place, to follow any indication,

direct or indirect, given in the different texts. When no such indication could

be found, I have been guided mainly, in Madler's case by the position of the

letter (see page 28, Der Moncl), and in Schmidt's and Neison's cases by their

clear intention of preserving in the main Madler's notation. In the many
cases in which these considerations were inapplicable or insufficient, I have

tried to choose the name-prefix which would be most likely to be selected by
anyone using the maps. Where there appeared to be much doubt on this

point. I have' given an alternative prefix, placed a query mark after the prefix,

or appended a note. A query mark before the prefix implies doubt as to the

identity of the objects in the different maps.
II. Schmidt's Letters. Schmidt does not appear to attach much importance

to the name-prefix, and sometimes himself uses two different ones for the

same object. He also occasionally uses two different letters for the same

peak, sometimes without calling attention to the fact. The exact position of

such of his letters as appear only in his list of height-measurements, and not

in the maps, must be considered more or less doubtful, particularly in those

cases in which his descriptions of their positions seem to be inconsistent. He

expresses himself as doubtful in regard to the position of some of them him-

self. I have interpolated some of these letters, instead of giving them a

separate number. They may sometimes be aliases for some other letter in

the list.

III. Schmidt's Rills. Schmidt did not, I think, intend his rills, as a rule,

to be named in this way, but simply marked most of them "r" to call

attention to them. I have, however, generally put them in the list, using as

a prefix the name of the nearest named formation, for the sake of convenience.

IV. Identity of Objects. When names or letters in the different maps are

given to objects which clearly represent the same formation, I have entered

them as identical, although the Lat. and Long, (and also the appearance) of

the object may sometimes differ considerably in the different maps, especially

near the limb.

V. Form of Letters. The Roman letters on Beer and Madler's, and on

Neison's maps, are in
"
printing

"
form ;

those on Schmidt's maps in
"
writing

"

form. This difference is indicated in the list in the case of Schmidt's small

letters by printing them in italics. No difference has been made in the capitals.

The small " a
"
and capital

" E "
in Schmidt's maps often look very like the

Greek "a
" and "e," and there is some danger of mistaking them for each other.
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VI. " Not Named." Objects entered in the list as " not named "
are some-

times not even shown at all in the map in question. It would have involved

much extra expenditure of time and trouble to note this in each case, as it is

often very difficult to say whether an object is shown or not. Sometimes a

mountain in one map is a crater in another
;
sometimes a rill becomes a

mountain chain ;
sometimes there is a vague mark which may represent the

object, or may not
;
sometimes a similar object appears a few degrees away.

VII. Position of Objects. The descriptions of position are merely rough
indications, sufficient to identify the object in maps in which the letter is

given.
" N.E.

"
means " between North and East,"

" S.W." " between South and

West," and so on.

VIII. Proper Names. Familiar geographical names (such as "
Alps ") are

entered in the list in the same form in each column, in order to avoid any

appearance of disagreement where none exists, although Madler and Schmidt

of course write such names in German, and Neison in English. As the list is

written in English, I have given them in the English form. But, in the case of

names of persons, and classical geographical names, differences in form are not

due to difference of language, but (presumably) to difference of opinion on the

part of the authors. I have therefore aimed at giving these different forms

exactly as they occur, without altering or modernising the spelling, except
that in a few classical names " ae

"
has been printed as a diphthong, although

Madler and Schmidt always separate these letters.

M. A. B.

N.B. The sign
" = "

connecting two letters or names in the same column

means that both are used impartially by the author in question for the same

object. The word " or
"
used in the same way generally implies a doubt as

to the form of a letter in the map, or else as to which of two appellations is

really intended by the author. But, in a few cases,
" or

"
has been used instead

of
" = "

with the meaning explained above.
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Craters and rings ....... symbol = o
Mountains and plateaux...... = A
"Rills" = -

Valleys and gaps ! = =
"Seas," etc ..-'= +

References are to pages in Schmidt and Neison
;
to numbered sections in Miidler.

Larger figures are used for named formations.

Special notes will be found relating to those entries which have an asterisk (*) against them.
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t See also Nos. 19. 22, 36, 54, 108, 113, 114, 126, 200.
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t See also No. 3188.
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NOTES.

11, 14, 28, 141. All the formations near the W.
limb, from "Hansen" to "Hahn," are

placed further S. by Schmidt than by
Miidler and Nelson ; but the same names
represent the same formations, except in

the cases of
"
Plutarch

" and "Seneca."

26, 137, 137A. Schmidt's "Plutarch" seems to

be identical, or nearly so, with Miidler's

and Nelson's ' ' Seneca "
;
while he calls

their "Plutarch" "Timoleon," a new
name chosen by himself. Schmidt's
"Seneca "

is a formation \V. of
"
Hahn,"

not named by Miidler or Neison.

[28, see 11.]

96, 113. M;idler seems uncertain whether his

"Picarde" is a crater or a mountain.
He draws it like a mountain, and twice
calls it one

;
but he describes it rather

as a crater, and gives it a Roman letter.

Schmidt makes it a mountain, to which
he gives no letter in the map,but which he
calls indifferently

" x"and "f," and also

(on p. 71 and others) "e." In the map
he transfers

"
e
"
to a crater further S.

,
of

which he gives a summary of measure-
ments on p. 218, as "

crater e." Neison
calls Miidler's

" e" " R " and makes it a

crater, but places it rather further S.

[137, see 26.]

[141, see 11.]

244, 244A. It is very difficult to decide
whether the "Maskelyne b" of each

map is the same
; but, after careful com-

parison with the photographs, I think
Schmidt's "b" is different from that of

the other two. But Miidler's might pos-

sibly be the same as Schmidt's, drawn
too close to

"
Maskelyne."

300, 301. Neison calls two rills
" Romer "

(on

p. 204), and states that the first is S. of

"t," the second W. of "." But the

first is
"

TJ

"
in the map, and the second

is really \V. of "e" and not of "
."

That this is its true position is shown by
Schmidt's description of these rills.

353, 354. Schmidt's "Zeno" is identified by
him with Miidlers "

T," and the Lat

given as 42^ N., Long. 75. This would
seem to make it the formation W fc

. of
' ' T "

(

" T "
being really a peak) which

is called by Neison "Struve f." But in

the map (XIII.) its position is indicated

by the figure
"
8
"
as being identical with

Miidler's and Neison's " Struve c."

416. Schmidt's "Epicurius" extends further W.
than Neison's " De la Rue."

480, 481, 505, 506. It is not clear whether
Schmidt's >: m" and "p" belong to the
craters or the rills ; but, from analogy,
the rills seem more likely.

559, 561, 565.- Miidler's
"
Dionysius A

"
is called

by Neison "Cayley," and by Schmidt
" De Morgan.'' Neison's " De Morgan

"

is the crater just S. of this one, not
named by the other two ; and Schmidt's

"Cayley" is Miidler's
" Ariadaeus B,"

and Neison's "Cayley B." As Schmidt
takes these names from England, he

probably mistook their identity.

563, 564. Neison transposes
"
Ariadseus

" and
"Ariadseus a" in his map, though he
describes their positions correctly.

599, 601, 605, 613. In Miidler's map, there are

two parallel rows of letters, "e," "7,"
"b," near "Menelaus" and "Sulpicius
Gallus,

"
one set N. of the others. It seems

probable that the "7" and "b" were

duplicated by mistake, as there does not

appear to be a second crater or peak in

these places, judging by the photographs.
It is possible that one of the " e's

"
is also

an error, but I think it more likely that

both ' '

e's
"
are intended, as two appear to

be mentioned in Miidler's Section 210.

I have omitted the Southern "7" and
"b" in my list, and they are omitted
also by Schmidt and by Neison. Schmidt
and Neison also omit the Northern "

."

If both "ya" and "b's" are really
meant by Miidler, the Southern ones

must belong to
" Menelaus."

607, 898. It seems quite possible that Neison's

"Aratus b" is the same as Schmidt's

"Sulpicius ?7i," but they draw the region
so differently that I cannot be sure.

702, 707. Miidler's "Chr. Mayer 0" is a rill

(Section 190). but botli Schmidt and
Neison have transferred the

" "
to the

mountain E. of the rill, while Neison
calls the rill

"
C
" ad Schmidt does not

show it at all.

733-4, 937-8. Schmidt does not name Miidler's

"Eudoxus o and 0," but calls Miidler's

169
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"Cassini a and " " Eudoxus a and 0."
This is an additional reason for identify-

ing his "Calippus 7" with Madler's

"Cassiui 7," as on p. 25 he gives a

measure of height as being either

"Calippus 7
" or

" Eudoxus 8
"
(see 939,

note).

[753, see 939.]

769. A careful consideration of Schmidt's state-

ments in regard to Nos. '213, 220, 220A,

661, 662, 664, 1234, 1235, and 1236, in

his height-measurements, and in regard
to "b," "c," and "d" on pp. 251-2,
seems to show that "Cape Faraday" is

the whole mountain mass, "b,"
"

c,"

"d," not merely the S. point, "b."

880, 881. Madler's Ukert A" represents the

conspicuous crater just N. of Ukert,

though it is drawn too far off. In

Nelson's map, taken alone, we might
take his

' : b "
for this crater ; but he

evidently intends his "A" to be the
same as Madler's.

886, 887. Neison and Schmidt both omit Madler's

"Ukert a," as such, but Neison calls it
"

," and omits Madler's "/3" and "7"
altogether. Schmidt gives the "

ft
" and

"
7," but leaves

" o" unlettered.

896, 897. Madler's "Aratus a" is not given in

the map, but from the context of his

mention of it in Section 220, it seems
clear that it must be the crater S. of
' ' Aratus

"
(which is itselfalso not named

in the map). Neison and Schmidt both
mark this "a," and Neison translates

the passage on p. 178, so that he must
there be taken to mean the same crater.

But he also marks a crater N.W. of

"Aratus" "a" and calls it (by impli-
cation) "Aratus a" on p. 176. So he

appears to have two "Aratus a's."

{898, see 607.]

[937, see 733.]

939 (and 753). (1) There seems no doubt that
the "Calippus 7" in Neison's text,

p. 181, should be "Cassini 7." (2) It

seems almost certain that Schmidt's

"Calippus or Caucasus 7" is Madler's
"Cassini 7." He states, on p. 85, that
his "Caucasus 7" = his "Calippus 7,"
and he uses the measures of both in his

summary of "Caucasus 7" on p. 237,
so that they are certainly identical, and
the only question is whether this height
is Miidler's "Calippus 7," "Cassini 7,"
or some other. He calls it (p. 237) the
North Cape of the Caucasus, which

certainly seems to fit Madler's "Cassini

7" best. But on p. 44 he gives a
measure of its height, stating its Lat. as

35^. The height, however, is much
less than on any other occasion, and
this measure is not used in the summary,
so this may be a different mountain ; or
else the Lat. may be wrongly given,
through mistaking the 40 line for the
35 line. This Lat. seems quite incon-

sistent with the position of the shadow,

p. 85. On p. 36 he says
" Caucasus 7"

is N. of "Calippus." Another reason

for identifying this peak with "Cassini

7
"

is that the only
"
7
" Schmidt inserts

in the "Caucasus" is in that place, and
he nowhere mentions any "Cassini 7."

Against the identification might be urged
that he includes Madler's measure of

height of
"
Calippus 7" in his summary

of this peak ;
but it is not at all im-

probable that he might think Madler
meant this peak by "Calippus 7,"and
the height in this measure is not in very
close agreement with his own.

942, 958. This peak (942) is called
"
Pr. Deville

"

in Schmidt's text, and he describes it as

the S. peak of
" b "= "Madler's Z." In

the map it is marked "A."

951. Madler, Schmidt, and Neison all appear to

accept Schrbter's
"
Mt. Blanc." But

Schmidt's descriptions of its position

(pp. 57 and 239) can only be reconciled

with this by the supposition that he
wrote "A." by mistake for "ij." (See
notes on Nos. 1103 and 1104.) The
mountain is not numbered in his map,
nor named in Madler's.

! 1007, 1011, 1012. Madler and Schmidt both

give the letter
" B "

to a peak in the S. W.
wall of

' ' Barrow.
" Neison does not show

this peak at all, but calls one a little W.
of it (Long. 10) "j8," and calls the

crater close to Madler's "" (peak),"
B.

1029, 1033.- Madler gives a measurement of

height of "Anaxagoras a" on p. 113,
but he does not appear to mention it

anywhere else. Schmidt (p. 242) takes it

to represent the W. wall of
'

'Anaxagoras,
"

and incorporates the measure in his

summary of that height, giving no reason

for the identification. Madler gives a

footnote to the entry, but it seems really
to apply to the next in the list,

' ' Anaxa-

goras 7.
" There are three measurements

given of "7" to the E.' (834*, 857*,
and 981 1

) ;
but Madler (in Section 280)

says that in "two" measurements to

the E. they found 1146* and 857*. The
measurement of "o" (p. 113) is 11451

,

so it seems as if Madler had been misled

by the footnote into taking this as one
of "7" (1146 might be a misprint for

1145). He ignores the other two East-

ward measures of "7.
"

It seems to me
more probable that

"
o
"

is really the E.

wall of "Anaxagoras "(marked "ij" in the

map) than the W*. Neison calls this

Soint

" o
"

instead of
"

77,

" and Madler
as a second "77," so he may really have

intended to call this one "
a.
"

1079, 1096. Madler gives a measure of " Platoa
"

(p. 101) and one of
" Plato A "

(p. 120),

which appear from the footnote on p. 101

to represent the same peak. I can find

no mention of either in the descrip-
tive text. Schmidt (p. 242) takes both
measures as being of the W*. wall of the

crater
" A " N. E. of

"
Plato," inwards :
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but this seems impossible, as one measure
is Eastward, the other Westward, and
Madler gives the height of this crater

(outwards, however) as about 500*, while
these two measures are 1931 4 and 16501

.

In the same Section (252), Madler gives
the height of a mountain close to the
other crater

" A "
(W. of "Plato")as 1740'

measured Eastwards. This position seems
to agree better with the details of the
measurements than that of the N.E.

crater, and there seem to be no other
measures in the list which could refer to
this mountain. If we may assume that
Madler made a (very possible) slip in

calculating the mean, and also took the
Westward measure as an Eastward one

(as Schmidt has certainly done),
"
Plato

o (
= A)" may be this mountain. Neison

marks a mountain near this crater "a,"
and this may be the one, or it might be
Neison's "o" or "K." (Madler has a
mark which may be "o" just where
Neison's "

o
"

is placed.)

1103, On p. 239 Schmidt says that "
Alps I" is

near "
TJ," at the N.E. end of the Alpine

Valley ;
and on p. 52 he calls it the S.

summit of "
TJ,

" and says that it is on
the N. edge of the Alpine Valley. The
position of the letter in the map suggests
that for

"
TJ

" we should read "
\.

"
(See

note on 951.)

1104. Schmidt says (p. 52) that "
Alps n "

is the
N. summit of "TJ," and in Lat. 52.
The letter seems not to be in the map at

all; but this peak is clearly near "I,"
so that its Lat. cannot be 52

u

; moreover,"
if

"
itself is in Lat. 45. Here again

I think we should read "A" for "TJ,"
and it seems probable that the Lat.

should be 47^. Schmidt may have added,
instead of subtracting, the difference

from 50, or have mistaken the 45 line

for 50.

1105. The peak
"
Alps o

"
(pp. 52 and 58) is called

"m" on p. 239, and there is a letter
" m "

in the map near "I." As Schmidt

says it is
" vermuthlich daselbst wo I,"

this "m" in the map must be supposed
to represent it. But, on p. 52, he says
it is in Lat. 52 '1 and Long. 0. In the

map it is in Lat. 47 '3, and Long.
- 2

;

so that the same mistake seems to have
occurred in the Lat. as with "n," but
the difference in the Long, leaves it

doubtful where this peak really is.

1134, 1135, 113!'. Neison divides Madler's and
Schmidt's "Kirch j8" into two, calling
the E. part "ft," and the W. part "7."
Schmidt calls a peak N. of

"
ft
" "

y," to

which Neison gives the letter
"
K."

1232, 1233, 1234. Madler, Schmidt, and Neison
have each a different "Pallas &," but
Miidler's is not marked in his map.
Neison's is a plateau on the N.W. side

of "Pallas," Schmidt's is a peak W. of
"

Pallas," and Msi'ller's a mountain chain

crossing
"
Pallas."

1274, 1275, 1278, 1281. Miidler's
"
Eratosthenes

7. 8, C, "n

"
are not in the map, and their

positions are not fully described (Sections
223 and 238). I have followed Schmidt's
identification of them, but Neison
identifies

" " and "
TJ

"
differently, and

does not give the
"
y
" and "

8
"
at all.

1394. The "Timocharis d" mentioned by
Schmidt on p. 53 seems to be nowhere
else alluded to. It is possible that it

may be "
Carlini D."

1408, 1409, 1410. Miidler's "Pytheas b and c"
are not named in his map, nor is their

position exactly described. It is there-

fore impossible to be certain of their

identity, but " b
"

is probably Neison's

"b. " Neison also mentions "c," but
does not mark it in his map, while he

puts a letter
" m "

in his map which he
does not allude to in his text, so it seems

likely that this "ni" = the "c"in his

text, as there is no other likely-looking
crater shown near. This may also be
Madler's "c," though the latter (or his
" b ") might= Neison's

"
d.

"

1471, 1474. Madler's "
Stadius 7 and

"
are not

named in the map, and the description
of their position is ambiguous. I have
followed Neison's identification of them,
but Schmidt identifies "7" differently.
His " "

is the same as Neison's.

1511, 1512. Madler and Neison give the name of
' ' Reinhold A "

to a small crater within
the larger formation N. of "Reinhold."
Schmidt calls the larger one "A," and
does not name the little one. Neison
calls the larger one "b,"and Madler
does not name it.

1540. Neison calls this crater (p. 312) "Kepler
E," but this must evidently be a mis-

print for "EnckeE."

1625, 1631. Madler places two "
y's" between

"
Louville

"
and "Sharp." Neison men-

tions them both, but only inserts one in

his map. A comparison with Madler's

map shows that it is the Western one,
' '

Sharp 7.
"

1648. Schmidt's "Sinus Iridum c and C" seem
to be identical (pp. 50, 69, and 250).
On p. 69, it is said to be "North" of
"
Sharp B," but from other details given

I think this should read " South."

1726, 1727. The region near the E1
. limb is so

differently depicted in Schmidt's map
from the others, that it is difficult to be
certain of the identity of any formation

;

but I think "Galvani" is "RepsoldE,"
and ' '

Renault
" ' '

Repsold c.
"

1728. The crater called
" Dechen "

by Schmidt is

not shown at all by the others. (Schmidt
notes this, as regards Miidler.)

1760, 1761. Miidler mentions (Section 266) two

craters,
" D " and "

E,
"
as being South of

"Herodotus" and "Aristarchus." Itseems

probable that he really means "Aristar-
chus D and E," which are, however, W1

.

of " Aristarchus
"
(Section 269).

" E "
is

not in the map.
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1841, 1842. Madler's "Reiner 7" and Neison's

"Reiner r" both represent the bright ;

plateau which they place X.E. of
|

"Reiner," though Madler's letter is placed j

at a little distance S. of it. Schmidt's i

"Reiner 7" is also a plateau or ring
'

which may be meant for the same forma-

tion, but it is placed S. E. instead of X. E.

of "Reiner."

1843-1846. On p. 263 Schmidt gives measure-
j

ments of height as of
"
Galilaei

" and its :

' ' Northern neighbour
"

(i.e.
" a "), which j

are stated on p. 39 to be of "Galilaei b

and c."

1930. 1931. Madler has two "Olbers b's" and
one " C." Neison calls the first b " b "

;

the second "c" in his text, and both
" b " and "

c
"
in his map ;

and the " C "

he calls "C" in his text and "c" in

his map.

1967A, 2015A, 2020, 2029, 2030, 2031, 2033. In

Schmidt's maps XIX. and XX. are

placed five
"

o's," near the E. limb,
between Lat. - 6

a
and - 15J. I have

apportioned these letters as well as I can

between the different named formations,

but it seems pretty clear that they
are really all meant to designate the

"D'Alembert" and "Cordillera Mts."

Schmidt says (on p. 26:".) that "9aa"

represents the "D'Alembert Mts., E. of

Grimaldi." But the "o's "in this Sec-

tion are far S. of
"
Grimaldi," and would

properly represent the
' '
Cordillera Mts. "

(which he does not appear to mention at

all), while the "a's" in Section XIX.
are really E. of "Grimaldi" and would

properly represent the "D'Alembert
Mts." It seems, therefore, as if he had
made a slip, putting "D'Alembert"
where he meant "Cordillera," and then

omitting "D'Alembert
"
in Section XIX.

;

unless he intentionally named these

mountains differently from Madler.

1985, 1994. Schmidt does not mark Madler's
" Damoiseau g

" at all, but marks
Madler's

" Lohrmann f" "g," and it

seems likely that he means it to be
called

' ' Damoiseau g.
" He also numbers

it "2,"and calls it "Hermann," which
he correctly identifies as being Madler's

"Lohrmann f," so it is difficult to see

why he altered its letter to "g" in his

map, unless by a slip of the pen.

2039, 2053, 2065. Madler mentions two "Eich-
stadt o's," one S. of Eichstadt (men-
tioned in Section 361) and one W.
(mentioned in Section 360, top of p. 341),
and also a "Byrgius a." N. of " Byrgius,"
in Section 360, line 5. (The second

"
Eich-

stadt o
" we might have thought was to

be called "Byrgius a," but for the facts

that the letter is placed in the map on
the "Eichstadt" side of the range, and
that it is definitely called

"
Eichstadt a

"

in the list of measured heights, p. 107.)
The first of these three is called by Neison
"Eichstadt a" (p. 397), the second

"Byrgius a" (pp. 331 and 395-6), and
the third ' ' De Vico a

"
(p. 331 ). Schmidt

does not name the first one in his map,
but appears to mean it by his

' ' Eichstadt

o" on pp. 30 and 35. The second he

marks, and calls
"
Byrgius a" on p. 269.

The third he also marks "a" in the

map, and it seems probable that he
means it in some of his measurements
called

"
Byrgius o," e.g. on pp. 30 and

42. But his summary of his various

measurements of "Byrgius a" on p.
269 is very confusing, and gives the

impression that he may have ' ' muddled

up
"
these two different ranges.

2057, 2067. It is not clear from Madler's wording
whether his

"
Byrgius 7

" means the rill,

or the mountain close by it. Xeisou
makes the mountain "7" and calls it

"De Vico 7," and makes the rill

"Byrgius <f>." But Schmidt considers
"
7
"
to mean the rill (see p. 85, footnote),

which he marks both "7" and "
p" in

his map, though the "
7
"
might as easily

belong to the mountain, from its position.

2059. Neison says (p. 331, note) that Madler
almost certainly intended the crater

"De Vico" to be called
" Fontana A,"

although he ' '
described it under Criiger,

"

and called it
"
Byrgius A," having, how-

ever, another crater called
' '

Byrgius A.
'*

But the description is quite as much
under ' '

Byrgius
"
as under '

Criiger
"

;

the "A" is on the side right away from
" Fontana

"
; and Miidler twice (in quite

different connections) calls it "Byrgius
A" (Sections 354 and 360, line 2), and
never anything else ;

so I cannot see my
way to calling it anything but

'

'Byrgius A
(2)

"
in my Madler column. The matter

is of no practical importance, as the

crater is now "De Vico."

2078. Neison's description of the position of the

rill "Criiger 0" makes it seem to be the
one (marked

"
9
"
in the map) just a little

S. of the 20 line of Lat. , running across

from the long rill to Neison's "Byrgius
a" (my Xo. 2053). But this position is

S. of what -I take to be "Byrgius ty,"

and so it seems very odd that it should
be apportioned to

' '

Criiger
"
instead of to-

"Byrgius." The rills are rather con-

fusedly drawn in the maps, however, and

perhaps one is left out.

2106, 2107. Madler's "Fontana b" may mean
Xeison's "Fontana a," or it may mean
botli Xeison's "a" and "b" together;
but it seems impossible that it can mean
the crater called

" b "
by Neison, alone.

2126. The crater called "Melloni" by Schmidt
is not shown at all by Madler or Neison,
as is noted by Schmidt in regard ta

Madler. It is probably not really a

crater.

2228. Madler's "
Lagrange f

"
is acrater, NeisonV

a mountain, Schmidt's may be either.

2240. "Bouvard" is not identified by Schmidt.

2249, 2254. Schmidt gives a height-measure
of

"
Inghirami B "

(pp. 50 and 272). I
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cannot find the letter in the map, but it

would be natural to identify it with
Miidler's

"
lughirami b." The details of

position given with the measure (p. 50)

seem, however, not to admit of this

identification.

2:.'59.
" Hausen "

is not in the list of formations

in Section XXII. (Schmidt), though
numbered I2a in the map.

2-291.
"
Wargentin 8

"
is, according to Schmidt,

a rill, according to Neison a valley, and

according to Madler a double range of

mountains, as I think, though Neisou

says Madler makes it a valley. I have

found no mention of it by Miidler.

2:331, 2348, 2351. (1)
" Drebbel a" described by

Neison on p. 403 appears to be identical

with "
K
"

in his map(XV. ). (2) .Madler's

"Drebbel a" is Neison 's "Clausius a,"

and is said by Schmidt to be identical

with his (Schmidt's) "7" ("Hainzel"
or

' ' Drebbel "). The position of this
"
7
"

in the map is in Long. 42 or 43, where-

as .Madler's
" o" is in Long. 39, but it

does seem to be meant for the same peak :

Schmidt puts all this part farther E. (He
states, on p. 277, that it is in Long. 37,
but this must clearly be a slip, either from

mistaking one line of Long, for another,
or from subtracting instead of adding
the difference from 40. ) Schmidt does

not name Madler's "Drebbel 7," but,

owing to the differences in position
mentioned already,his

"
7 "( = "Drebbel

a
"

) is pretty nearly in the 1 .at. and Long.
of Miidler's and Neison's

" Drebbel 7."

2393, 2393A, 2394, 2395. Neison has two
" Gassendi 7*3

" in his map and drawing,
one in the W. wall, and one (looking
more like

"
v ") in the K. wall. The

latter is the only one he mentions, and
it corresponds with .Madler's "7." But
he mentions a high mountain

"
A,

" which

is not in the map, but which is evidently
either in, or just beyond, the W. wall.

Possibly this may be the same as his

second "7,'
; but it seems also possible

that "A" may be the same as "8,"

although that is mentioned as if it were

a separate peak, on the same page (338).

Miidler gives
'"

8," but no "A."

2396. Madler makes "Gassendi Z" a mountain,
Ncison a crater.

2401. Neison implies that his "*" is within

"Gassendi," but he places it outside the

W. wall, in both map and drawing.

2402, 2402A. Xeison mentions two "Gassendi

<r's," one (p. 338) in "Gassendi's" Et.

wall, the other (p. 339) near the centre

of "Gassendi" ;
but only the latter is

marked in the map and drawing.

2435, 2438, 2448, 2458. Schmidt's
" Letronne T "

(pp. 54 and 262) is shown to be Madler's

"t'lamsteed r" (Xeison's
" Wichmann

T") by the mention of its being near

"/" and "
0." This is the case with

Madler's" Flamstet-dr," but not with his

"Letronne r," which is S.W. of "
Let-

ronne." Schmidt must, therefore, intend

the latver to be called
' ' Gassendi r

"
; and

he must, I suppose, mean the above "/"
and "

6
"
to belong also to

"
Letronne,"

although he gives Madler's
" Letronne f"

(N.E. of "Letronne") also. Neison

changes Madler's
" Flamsteed f" (the

one near "r") into
" F" (p. 335).

2542, 2551. Neison states (p. 377) that
"
Capu-

anus 8
"

is on the North side of the plain
N. [W.] of ''Capuanus." Hut a com-

parison with p. 380, and with Madler

(Section 335), shows that this "8" is

really
" Mercator 8" and that

"
Capu-

anus 8
"

is on the Xouth side of the said

plain. It is not shown in Neison's map.

2637, 2638. Madler's "Segner j3
"

is not in the

map, and his
" o" is put in the map in

the W. wall of
"
Segner." But in Section

342 he gives the measures of height of
"
o
" and "

/3
"

;
and a comparison with

the list (pp. 106 and 116) shows that
" o

"
is really in the E1

. wall and "
$

"
in

the W 1
. (unless, indeed, we suppose that

he inadvertently transposed the words
"erste" and "letztere" in his descrip-
tion). Neison follows his text, and not
his map, being guided, possibly, by the
clue given by the difference in the

heights.

2646, 2647. Madler^s "Zuchius o" is not in the

map, but a comparison of the height
given with the list (p. 119) shows that
it is in the El

. wall of "Zuchius." But
Neison puts his "a" in the W'. wall,

though, by quoting the height given by
Madler, he shows that he meant his

"
a
"

to represent the same peak. Schmidt

gives neither "Zuchius a" nor "Segner
a "or "0."

2654, 2668. It seems just possible that Neison

thought his
" Wilson A "

(crater, p. 430)
was the same as Madler's "A " near the
same place ; but the latter is really a

peak "Bailly A," and is 20 further

E. (Section 341).

2673. Neison's " Wilson 7
"

is not in the map,
and his descriptions of its position are

rather puzzling ; but it seems pretty
certain that (p. 430) he uses Aorth in the
sense of

' ' lower down in the map,
" and

the peak is really considerably \V . of N.

(about W.N.W., I think). (Compare
p. 429.)

2721, 2722, 2723, 2729. etc. -Schmidt's " Wilhelm
v. Hessen "

differs so much from that of
Madler and Neison that it is rather
difficult to identify the craters in the
walls. His "6" and "C" seem to be
the same as Madler's (Madler's "b" is

"B" in the text, and Neison follows

this), while he calls Madler's "A" "c,"
and names two others (N. and S. of " A ")" a

"
and "d." Madler's " Wilhelm d "

he seems to give to "Heinsius."

2763. Madler mentions (Section 288)
"
Wurzel-

bauer A," which is not in the map. As
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he does not describe its position, it cannot

be identified, but it seems probable it

might be the group of craters close

to
" Wurzelbauer

"
(N.\V.), or one of

them.

2797 = 3122. Neison does not clearly describe the

position of his "Hell E" (p. 372), but

a comparison with Madler's Section 292

(where he describes it without naming it)

shows it to be the peak W. of
"
Pitatus,"

which is marked ""in Neison's map.
Schmidt calls it

" Pitatus ?i."

2842. Madler's
"
Lubiniezky a" is not named

either in the map or the descriptive text,

but only in the list (p. 115). The measure

given there is quoted in Section 315 as

belonging to the W l
. wall of

' '

Lubiniezky

a,
" which settles its position.

2909, 2910. Madler's
" Fra Mauro 17" does not

seem to be in the map, and the descrip-
tion (Section 317) is insufficient to fix

its place. Neison's
' ' Fra Mauro 17

"
is

Madler's
" Lalande 17." (Neison, p. 351

;

Madler, Section 308. )

2955, 2956, 2931. -Madler's "Herschel ft" is in

the E. wall of "Herschel," and is not
named by either Schmidt or Neison

(Section 310). Neison's
' ' Herschel ft

"
is

marked "ft" by Madler, but is not
mentioned by him

;
he probably intends

it to be " Ptolemaus ft.
" Schmidt does

not name it. Schmidt's
' ' Ptolemaeus ft

"

is not named by Madler, and is Neison's

"Ptolemaus por^" (p. 359). (Neison
does not mention his

" Herschel ft," but
I think he certainly intends it to be
called so.)

2976, 2977, 2977A. Madler has two "e's" close

to
" Ptolemaus "

; one in the wall between
it and ' '

Alphonsus," the other just E1
. of

"Ptolemaus." Neison gives the first as

"Ptolemaus e," and omits the second.

Schmidt omits the first and gives the
second

;
and he also gives another

"Ptolemaeus e
"
(not named in his map)

in the N. W. wall of " Ptolemaeus" (pp.
65 and 125). Madler may mean to call

his first "e" "Alphons ," or he may
have two "Ptolemaus e's." He does

not mention the second one in his text.

3006, 3029. On p. 189, Schmidt gives Madler's
measure of "Davy c" as being of
1 '

Alpetragius C.
"

(See Madler, p. 120.)

(That is, he gives it the Lat. and Long.
of "Alpetragius C," and calls it "C"
instead of "c".)

3007, 3008. Neison's
"
Davy e" is not the same

as Madler's and Schmidt's, but is between
their

"
c
" and "

[312-2, see 2797. J

3126. On p. 370 (line 7), Neison speaks of
' !

Lexell
e" (together with "a" and "d"), but
he means "c," as is evident from his

map, from what he says on p. 419, and
from the passage in Madler's Section 300
which Neison is here quoting.

3128. Schmidt changes
' ; Lexell e" into "c'';

and as he also marks "
Lexell c," he

probably means the latter to belong to
" Nasireddin."

3141. On p. 371 (line 2), Neison speaks of
" Ball c," which is easily identified, as he

says it contains a high peak "o"
; but

in the map it is marked "
C.

"
It is

identical with Madler's and Schmidt's
"Sasserides C." But on the preceding
page, Neison calls what appears to be
the same ring

'

Sasserides C" twice

over. The first time, however, he is

simply translating Madler, which might
account for the discrepancy ;

but the

second time (last line of paragraph) he
mentions it just as if it had not been
named before. I think, however, that
all three allusions are to the same forma-

tion, and he had perhaps not decided

whether to apportion it to "Ball" or
"
Sasserides." As he hasa "

Sasserides o
"

(the same as MaiJicr's and Schmidt's)
the "a" in this ring must be called
"
Ball a," so one would suppose the ring

containing it would belong to "Ball"
too.

3167, 3169. In Neison's description of
"
Saussure

c," "c" is misprinted "e" on p. 421,
but it is "c" in the map, as it is in

Madler's and Schmidt's. N'eison has an
"e" in his map, S. W. of "Saussure,"
which is not named by the others.

3179, 3181. Neison's statement that
"
Pictet C "

is the "most considerable
"
of the small

ring-plains in "Pictet's" walls is not
borne out by his map, where it is drawn
much smaller than "

n," and the " C "
is

so placed that it would seem to belong to
"

n,
" but for the letter

" n "
being placed

actually in that ring, and the Lat. of

"n" being too great for "C." (But
"C's" Long, does not seem so much as
- 8. ) In some of the lunar photographs" C "

looks larger, and in others smaller,
than "n," so their apparent relative

sizes probably depend on the phase of the

3199, 3201. I have identified Schmidt's "Street
d "

as the larger ring (Neison's
" h "), on

the edge of which is Madler's and Neison's
' '
Street d .

'
'

and I have taken his
' '

Tycho
a;
"
to be probably their

' '

Street d "
(See

Schmidt's note, p. 87.) But these

identifications are by no means certain.

His "Street d" may possibly be the
same as theirs, and his

' '

Tycho x "
may

be the W tn
. part of his own "

Tycho M."
The " x "

is not in the map, and the
" d "

is doubtfully placed. Schmidt was
himself doubtful, apparently, of the

position of his "Tycho x."

3206. Neison's "
Maginus c" is marked "G"

in the special drawing of
"
Maginus."

3208. Neison's
"
Maginus e" is the fairly large

formation S. of "d"; but from the

position in which Madler places his letter
"

e," it seems probable that he meant it

for the small crater in the S. E. corner of
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Nelson's "
e.'' He does not mention it,

and Schmidt does not give it at all.

3208A, 3211A, 3212A, 3214A and B, 3215A, 3216A,
3217A, 3231. Nelson's "Maginus s, t,

u
>
v

,
w

. y, z
;
* an(l $>" and his "Deluc

r,," are given only in his special drawing
of "Maginus," and are neither in his map,
nor mentioned in his text, t

3240. The letter in Madler's map, by the crater in

the E1
. wall of "Clavius," might be either

capital" I "or small "1 "(printing form),
and he does not mention it. Schmidt
makes it

"
I," and Neison "1."

8261, 3262. Nelson's
" Blancanus

"
is nearly

in the place of Madler's "
7," and he does

not give Miidler's
"

/3."

3275, 3306, 3312, 3313, 3314. Schmidt depicts
the region near the S. pole very differently
from the way in which it is shown by
Madler and Nelson

;
so that his

' ' New-
ton,"

"
Short," and

"
Moretus,"and the

adjacent craters, etc. , are very differently

placed, although the same objects are

intended.

3301, 3305A, 3310. Madler's peak "Casatus A "

(Section 345) is called by Neison "Cabaeus
A "

(p. 435) ;
and Schmidt transfers the

" A "
to a neighbouring crater, which he

probably means to call
" Newton A," as

there is another crater
' '

Casatus A '"

given by all three. His peak "Casatus
I" (pp. 287, 59, etc.) may possibly be
the same as Madler's and Nelson's " A."

3319, 3322. Schmidt does not name "Cabaeus "

or "
Malapert" in his list of formations

in Section XXIII. (p. 280), but in the

map he numbers two formations 146 and

14c, and these formations are in the right

position for "Cabaeus" and "Malapert,"
relatively to "Newton," "Short," and

"Moretus," though they are actually
m,uch further W. than Madler and Neison

place them. I suppose, therefore, that

these are the two formations in question.
But " Cabaeus

"
is mentioned on p. 30 as

a large crater
"
of the other hemisphere,

"

S. of "Bailly"; so probably only its

Western wall is meant to be shown at

146. It is also named on p. 287. I have
found no mention of

' '

Malapert,
"
except

as a name in Lohrmann's and Madler's

3320, 3321. Neison transposes Madler's ' ' Cabaeus
a" and "b." Schmidt gives neither,
but he places, in a formation which seems
to correspond to Madler's

"
a," two letters

which look like small
' '

y's.
"

3338, 3341. Madler's "
Schomberger B" seems

clearly to be a peak, and Nelson's " B "

(close by) to be a crater, but neither is

mentioned in the text.

3369, 3361. Madler's " Curtius y," in Section

459, seems clearly to mean the one E1
. of

"
Pentland," though this would naturally

be supposed to be "Pentland y," especially
as he has another "Curtius 7" in the

N. wall of
' '

Curtius.
" He mentions both

"ys" in Section 466.

3371, 3373, 3374. Neison mentions "Kinau a,

c, and d," as being near his
" Kinau b"

(which is Madler's " Manzinus b") ; but
he does not describe their relative posi-
tions. There are nine or ten craters near
" b "

;
one is marked clearly

"
e,

"
another

might be either a
"
or " d

"
(these letters

are often undistinguishable in his maps),
and a third has a letter so badly printed
in this copy of the map that it might be
almost anything, but is perhaps most

likely meant for "c." I am therefore

unable to identify these three craters cer-

tainly. If the last is
"

c," and the second

"a," the "e" may be a misprint for "d,"
or the " d

"
may be a different crater, not

marked in the map, and the "e "
inten-

tionally marked so, but not mentioned
in the text.

3391. Madler gives the Lat. of his " Zach A "

wrongly by 5. Neison changes the
"A" into "A."

3413-3417. Madler and Neison give the name
of " Licetus

"
to a large compound forma-

tion, of which they name the separate

component parts "a," "b," "c," and
"d." Schmidt confines the name "Lice-
tus" to their

"
Licetus a," and gives the

name ' '

Heraclitus
"
to their

' '

Licetus c."

3420, 3420A, 3422, 3445. In Section 426 (last

paragraph) Madler says that left of
"Stbfler o" lies "G," without a recog-
nisable wall, and against this "Licetus
G" (Lat. and Long, given). But in the

map there is only one " G "
near " Stofler

o," and it seems clearly to bf "Licetus
G "

by its Lat. and Long. There is a

vague sort of formation W. of
"
o
"
which

is not lettered by Madler which may be
his first

" G." This formation is marked

"i"by Schmidt, though Madler's "i"
is further S. (being S. W. of

"
Licetus G ").

But it is just possible that the "G" in

Madler's map is meant for a smaller

crater, between the larger one and "e,"
in which case this smaller one would be
' '

Licetus G " and the larger one
"

Stofler

G." (The difference in Lat. and Long,
is very small.) I do not think this so

likely as the first suggestion. There is

one other possible solution : Madler may
be speaking of the same "G "

in both

sentences, inadvertently expressing him-
self as if there were two, through some

oversight in revising his proofs.

3539, 3540, 3542, 3543. Madler has two "La
Caille as

"
in his text (Sections 370 and

371), one in the wall of "Lacaille," the

other in
' '

Delaunay.
"

The latter is given
in the map, but not the former. Neison

gives a "
Lacaille a" in the N. wall of

"
Lacaille," which may be the position of

that of Madler. He gives the other as
' '

Delaunay a.
"

Madler and Neison both
mention a "Lacaille #," and Miidler

places it in his map in the S. W. wall,
but it does not appear in Neison's map,
though he probably intends it to be in

t Nos. 4207-4216 are similarly given only in his special drawing of "Theophilus."
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the same place. Nei.-on also has a
"
Delaunay ft" which is placed in the

map in the \V. wall of
"
Delaimay," but

is stated in the text to be in the E. wall.

3552, 3557. Madler's "Airy 7" appears to be-

long both to the crater in which the

letter is placed . and to a particular peak
in its E*. wall. (See two mentions in

Section 370.) Neison calls the peak
"7," and the crater "c." The "Airy
C" of Madler and Schmidt is Neisou's
"
Argelander." It is once called "c"

by Madler.

3611, 3613. Madler has "Hipparchus i" and

"Hipparchus 1." Neison changes the

letter to a capital in each case, while

Schmidt does not name the first, and

changes the "1" into "i."

3640. Schmidt turns the "Reaumur A" of Madler
and Neison into

"
b," and does not name

their "b."

3648, 3651. Schmidt transposes the names
"
Theon, sen." and "Theon, jun.

"
as

used by Madler and Neison.

3709, 3714. Madler and Neison have a " Kant 5
"

in the E. wall of "Kant d." Schmidt
does not give this, but has a ' ' Kant 5

"

\V. of "Kant 7."

3739, 3744. In Section 380, Madler speaks of

two different formations as ' ' Abulfeda c."

One of them is
" C "

in the map, and the

other
"
b." Neison and Schmidt follow

the map.

3771, 3772, 3778, 3783. Schmidt has two for-

mations marked "22" in his map VIII.
;

' ' Abenezra" beingNo. 22 in the list One
of these is meant for the same formation
as Madler's "Abenezra," the other is in

quite a different place, and is unnamed by
Madler and Neison. The first agrees with
his No. 15, map IX., which is also stated

to be "Abenezra," so the second "22"
must evidently be a mistake. Schmidt's

"Geber," "Abenezra," and "Azophi"
are all placed further W*. than they are

in Madler's and Neison's maps ;
but

" Abenezra
"

very much more so than
the others. The Long, of "Geber A"
(crater) given by Madler and Neison does
not agree with its position in their maps.

3820, 3822. " Gemma Frisius a
"

is marked "c "

in Neison's map, though he calls it
" a

"

in the text, and has the real
"
c
"
in both

text and map also.

3864. Schmidt says (p. 297) that his "Ideler"
is "N. of Pitiscus," but the Lat. and

Long, given, its place in his map, and its

identity with " Baco d," show that he
means " N. of Baco" or else

"
E. of

Pitiscus."

3867, 3868. Neison turns Madler's "Baco g"
into "

h," and calls another crater "
g,"

N. E. of the other. Schmidt agrees with
Madler, and does not name the second
crater.

3874, 3875, 3876. Madler's " Barocius ft
"

is the

S.W. wall of
' '

Barocius,
" and is not given

by either Schmidt or Neison. But Neison
has two " Barocius /8's," in the E1

. walls

of "a" and "b."

3879, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3894. Neison calls

Madler's "Clairautb" " Baco b," and
has another " Clairaut b "

not named by
the other two. Schmidt' calls the first

both "Baco b" and '

Clairaut b." He
speaks of Madler's " Baco B " on p. 300,
but the height-measure there quoted is

not really of that crater, but of Madler's
' '

Clairaut b,
"
as is proved by the details

of the measure given on p. 85. Schmidt
does not name Madler's and Neison's
" Clairaut C," but calls the Etn

. one of

the pair of craters (called by them "
D")

"C," and the W tn
. one" alone "D."

Neison states that his "Tannerus" is

Madler's " Mutus B," but it seems clear

from the position of the letter that

Madler means it to be called
" Baco B."

3913. Neison calls Madler's and Schmidt's

"Manzinus a" "0" in his text, but
does not mark it in his map.

3915. Schmidt's "Demonax" is called "x" in

his height-measures.

3921, 3922. Neison's "
Boguslawsky e

"
is clearly

meant to be called
' '

Schomberger e
"
by

Madler. Schmidt does not name it, but
has an "e" nearer to

"
Boguslawsky."

3923. Schmidt affixes a star to the name " Bous-

singault" in his list of names in map
XXIV., as if it were a new name given

by himself, which is not the case.

3929. Madler calls the same crater both

"Hagecius G" and "
Boussingault G"

(Sections 447 and 462).

3933. The "Boussingault c" mentioned by
Madler in Section 462 seems to be really
his "e" in the map.

3943. Neison turns Madler's and Schmidt's

"Hagecius b" into "A," but keeps
the "a."

4006. Neison's
" Nicolai c" is wrongly placed

in map 18, but is right in map 20.

4020, 4035, 4036. Neison changes
"
Riccius c"

into "e," and evidently means "Rabbi
Levi c

"
to be called

" Riccius c," while

he has another "Rabbi Levi c" not

named by the others.

4042. 4043. Neison mentions a valley, "77," in

the N. wall of ' ' Rabbi Levi.
"

I can find

no "
rj

"
in the map, but there is a second

"8," which may take its place. JHis
other "5" is a peak in the N.E.

wall.

4070, 4073. Madler's "Stiborius 7" (to the E*.

of " Stiborius") seems to be called
"
o
"
in

the list of heights (p. 114). Neison and

Schmidt do not give it, but Neison has a

"Stiborius 7
"
in the E. wall.
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4081, 4425, 4426. Neison has two " Neander

g's,
"
one of which is the ' ; Neander g

"
of

Madler and Schmidt, the other their
"
Piccolomini g," as I think, though

neither of them mentions it. (Neison,

pp. 461 and 462.)

4093. I cannot find Neison's "Piccolomini x"
in the map, nor feel sure of its position

(p. 466).

4157.
t: Beaumont C "

is called "c" by Neison
in p. 464, and "f" in map 20. It is

"C" in p. 498 and map 21, and in

Madler and Schmidt.

4183, 4221. Schmidt does not name the "Theo-
philus c" of Madler and Neison, but has
a "

Cyrillus c," not named by them,
furthers., W. of "Cyrillus e." There
is also a "Cyrillus C" given by all

three (No. 4179).

4186, 4189. Schmidt turns Miidler'sand Neison's

"Cyrillus a" into "8," and does not
name their "Cyrillus 8."

[4221 above.]

4269, 4270. Madler's "Messier 7" (Neison's
"Lubbock 7") is a rill. Schmidt does
not name it, but marks a mountain close
to it "7."

4311, 4320, 4321. Madler has a peak
" Guttem-

berg j," N.E. of "A," and a crater "i"
S. E. of

"
Guttemberg.

"
Neison calls the

latter "i" both in text and map; but
transfers the "" to a crater close by the

peak, and calls it also
"

i
"
in his text.

4313, 4322. Madlermarks a crater fit. of "Guttem-

berg A" "b" in his map, but calls it

"h" in his text (Section 407); he has
another called "h" in the map (E*.
of "g"), but not mentioned in the text.

Neison calls the first "b" and the second

"h," but he has also another "b" in
his text (both are mentioned, p. 509)
which is marked "

p
"
in his map.

4345, 4375 Schmidt has two "Cook d's," one
of which (Madler's and Neison's "Cook
d") he also calls "Monge." The other
is Madler's " Colombo d,

"
and Neison's

"MacClure d." He mentions this one
on p. 77, the other, pp. 63 and 201-4.

4378, 4379. Madler's "Cook o" is in the S.

wall, Neison's in the N. wall.

4382. Madler mentions a "Cook 5" (in Section

410) which I cannot find in the map.
It seems to be S. of " Cook."

4398. The " Biot b" of Madler and Neison is

called by Schmidt both "Cook b" and
" Santbech b

"
(pp. 204, 71, etc.).

4403, 4405, 4407. Schmidt has two " Borda a's,"
one that of Madler and Neison, the other
their "7" ;

and he has also a "7" of

his own, E. of theirs.

[4425-4426, see 4081.]

442- 4436. Schmidt appears to mark Madlers'
"Neander i

" "
n," while he calls Madler's

and Neison's "Neander TJ"
"

77

"
(p. 198),

but the letter in his map is more like "71."

4429, 4433. Madler mentions " Neander a
" and

" 8" in his list of heights (pp. Ill and

108), but I cannot find them in the map,
and their position is not described.

Schmidt says he could not identify them

(p. 198).

4444. Schmidt marks the "
Rheita c

"
of Madler

and Neison with a letter which might be

either
"
n," "7j,"or"r."

4479, 4480. Neison's "Lockyer" is Madler's
" Fabricius C," but Schmidt's "Lockyer"
is half of Madler's " Fabricius h." while
he marks the other half " h." The
difference must be due to a mistake on
Schmidt's or Neison's part, as Schmidt
takes the name from England.

4483. Schmidt's "Argelander" is nearly the
same as Neison's "

Janssen," but smaller
in extent.

4492. Madler's "Fabricius
"

is a mountain

range ; Schmidt makes it a rill, and
Neison a valley.

4498-4490. The "Steinheil" of Madler and
Neison is a double formation, the com-

ponent parts of which are called by
them "a" and "b." Schmidt limits

the name of "Steinheil" to their "b,"
and calls "a" "Watt."

[4503, see 4539.]

4520. Schmidt turns the " Pontecoulant c" of

Madler and Neison into "
e," which he

probably means to call
"

Biela e," as he
also has their "

Pontecoulant e."

4539-4544. Schmidt depicts the region S. and W.
of "Vega" very differently from Madler
and Neison, so that it is difficult to

identify his " Brisbane
"
and "

Peirescius
"

on their maps, while "Reimarus" is a

little doubtful also. Even by comparison
with the Belgian photographic map
XII. I cannot be quite sure. I think
"Reimarus" is "Vega H"

;
and I am

rather inclined to think ' :

Brisbane
"

is
' '

Vega g
"
and ' '

Peirescius
" ' '

Vega f.
"

But " Brisbane" may be "Vega e" and
"Peirescius" "Vega c." If they are

"c" and "e," they are placed further

E. by Schmidt than by the others ; if

they are "g" and "f," he places them
further S. "Reimarus" may really be
"Steinheil e," though Schmidt has the
"e" N.E. of his "Reimarus." He pro-

bably felt doubtful ofthese identifications

himself, as he does not give them in his

list of comparisons of Lohrmann and
Madler He does not mark "

Vega A,"
which would have been a most useful

guide, and his omission of it and of all

these other letters is probably due to his

doubts.

4583, 4595. Madler has a crater
" Furnerius i"

and a peak "." Neison calls the

12
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crater "i" in his text and "j" in his

map; and calls the peak "i" in both

(p. 456).

4584, 4585. Schmidt's " Furnerius h "
is not the

same as that of the others, but is between
their "h" and "g."

4587, 4588. Madler and Neison have a "Fur-
nerius 0" in the N.E. wall. Schmidt
has no "/3" in his map, but he speaks
of one on p. 203 as in the S.E. wall.

He adds a measure of the same peak as

by Madler, but I cannot find it in

Madler's list of measured heights.

[4595, see 4583.]

4681. Madler gives a measure of "
Langren 8"

on p. 108, which is said to be of (" Lan-

grenus") "0" in Section 402. There
is no "0" in the map, but from the
context (in 402) it appears to be W1

. of
"
Langrenus." As "

8
"

is in the W. wall

(here very irregular) it seems probable
that

"
8
"

is the true reading. The two
letters might easily be confused, as

Madlerwrites "6" as "3." The "8"
is also named in Section 415.

4700, 4704. In Section 416, Madler names a
crater

" Vendelinus D," and gives its

Lat. as -16 15', Long. +59 45'; also

implying that it is in
"
Vendelinus." In

the map there is no "
D," but there is a

small spot in about the right place, and
also a crater marked "h" in about the

right Lat., but fully 1 further W. Neison
takes this latter to be intended by the " D "

in the text, and therefore calls it
" D "

in

his map. Schmidt has no "D," but

places the
" h" a little further N. than

it is in the other map.

4723, 4724. All three maps give
"
Legendre a"

in the N. wall of "Legendre," and "
Le-

gendreb" E.of "Adams "("Legendre c").
But, on p. 205, Schmidt says he cannot
find Madler's "a" either in the text or
the map, and he gives three measures of
his own of "Legendre b, N. of Legendre."
The first and third of the three are really
of the true "Legendre b" (E. of

"Adams"), and the second is of "Le-
gendre a," N. of "Legendre" ;

as shown
in his list of heights measured. Nos. 353,
369, and 960. It seems dear that when
Schmidt was making out his summary
he mistook Madler's letter

"
a
"

for
" b

"

(which it looks rather like), though when
he was making his map and taking his

measures he got it correctly.

4730. The peak in " Win. Humboldt" called

"A" by Madler and Neison seems to

have a letter by it in Schmidt's map
which I cannot decipher.

4733. Schmidt does not name the " Wm. Hum-
boldt 8" of the others in his map, but
calls it

"
o
"
in his height-measurements,

p. 59.

4741, 4742. Neison says that his "Phillips" is

Madler's "Humboldt A," but it is not
so really, as the latter is the formation
E. of " Phillips," which is called

"
Phillips

a" by Neison. (Madler, Section 424.)

4754. Neison speaks once (p. 516) of
" Behaim

H," but a comparison with the coire-

sponding passage in Madler shows that'

he means "A." He calls it "A" in
another part of the same page, and in
his map. (Madler, Section 422.)

4778, 4789. Schmidt does not accept Madler's.

"Kastner," but follows Lohrmann in

giving the name of "Kastner" to the

large region called "M. Smythii" by
Neison. (Schmidt, p. 208.)

Other anomalies and doubtful points (of which there are many) are, I hope, sufficiently indicated
in the list itself.
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A vertical line before two names indicates that the same name has been given to two formations by
'different authorities. An asterisk indicates that two names have been given to the same formation.
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180 NEISON'S, SCHMIDT'S, AND MADLER'S LUNAR MAPS.
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182 XEISON'S, SCHMIDT'S, AND MADLER'S LUNAR MAPS.

Names stated by Schmidt to have been given in England, but not used in his map or Neison's.

Lat. 12Coxwell Mts.,

Long. 48.
Glaisher ? = 200.

Gwilt=543 and 544.

Gwilt(J.) = 1064.

Lavinium Pr. = 100.

Flammarion = 2950.

Mitchell, Miss= 721.

Olivium Pr. =99.

Pollek, F.
; Lat. -55 7,

Long. Oe>
5 ? = 3387.

Sheepshanks= 698.

Terra Photographies = High
land between Zach and
Clavius.

Ward = 985.

Percy Mts. = 2390, etc.

Well-known names not used by any of the three.

I
Schrbter's Valley, N. of I Straight Wall = 3076.

Herodotus.
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